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about this education resource.
This resource serves as an introduction to the exhibition Cornucopia at SAM (Shepparton Art
Museum). It is designed to assist teachers and students to explore themes that concern food
and flora as a means to discuss broader issues through contemporary art. Cornucopia addresses
important global themes around the production, manufacture and consumption of food. These
concern local and international industrial scale farming and commercial food manufacturing; social,
economic, environmental sustainability; cultural norms and rituals pertaining to food in society; the
use and nature of human labour in food industries; human intervention in biological processes and
our relationship to nature. Students can also look at the representation of food in the context of art
history and different genres, exploring various artistic approaches.
This resource summarises key curatorial themes and ideas that reflect current artistic practices. It
details key concepts and skills as outlined in the learning curriculum in the Arts for AusVELS, the
Victorian Curriculum and VCE Art and Studio Arts Study Designs. Teachers in other subject areas
that investigate environmental, economic and social sustainability may also use the guide as a
starting point to generate discussion and activities before, during or after visiting Cornucopia.
Anna Briers, Senior Curator at SAM provided the introductory text. Other information found in
this resource has been derived from her curatorial essay published in the exhibition catalogue. A
discussion of relevant historical and contemporary art practices aims to present an overview of
curatorial themes and processes. Some introductory activities precede themed sections consisting
of short biographies of participating artists and brief discussion of their artwork. Relevant discussion
points, activities, and internet links are provided at the end of each section. Whilst there are
overlapping themes, it is recommended that students focus on one particular theme or artist of
interest for further research.

Cornucopia installation view, February 2016
Photograph: Amina Barolli
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Cornucopia installation view, February 2016
Photograph: Amina Barolli

planning your visit.
Prior to visiting Cornucopia it is suggested that you contact SAM to determine the following:
•
Suitability of content for the year level of your students and the subject area;
Staff availability for introductory talks and tours;
•
•
Education and public programs, artist talks etc. that support the exhibition;
An overview of gallery etiquette and amenities for school groups;
•
•
Expectations regarding suitable and safe behaviour in a public space;
Before you visit Cornucopia teachers may wish to discuss the following with your students: issues
that relate to their understanding or experience of farming, globalisation and environmental
sustainability; themes concerning the role of the artist, art museums and audiences in the 21st
century.
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curatorial introduction.
Cornucopia showcases works by Australian and international artists and collectives who use food or
flora as an artistic medium or point of departure. The exhibition’s themes are drawn from SAM’s local
context, with the Greater Shepparton region often referred to as the ‘food bowl of Australia’.
An ancient symbol that can be traced back to classical Greek and Roman antiquity, a cornucopia or
‘horn of plenty’, was often associated with deities or Gods, and denoted fertility and prosperity. It
was frequently depicted as a horn overflowing with produce and flowers, suggesting the abundance,
nourishment and plenty that comes at the time of harvest. The image of the cornucopia has also
been co-opted for more sinister purposes. As the giant horn of plenty in the pop-cultural book
and film The Hunger Games, it contained provisions, deadly weapons, and other essentials as
contestants fought for resources in a game of life and death.
This darker side to the cornucopia image may well have greater resonance with our current global
context. In the 21st century, we know that resources are no longer infinite, and are controlled by
complex and insidious forces. The ethics of food is a politically charged terrain that is very much
of our time. Issues such as organically grown versus chemically fertilized, the development of
genetically modified foods, local versus imported foods, or sustainable agricultural practices are
all issues that we are familiar with today. The mass industrialization of the food industry and the
consequences of globalized production are inescapable realities that affect our everyday lives. What
we eat, and how it’s produced and distributed from the field to the dinner table, are major factors
that determine whether there is enough to go around.
The subject of food in all its forms has enabled artists throughout the ages to reflect on the times
they live in. Drawing on the art historic lineages of the still-life, many of these artists complicate
and rethink this tradition in contemporary ways. Cornucopia explores the production, consumption
and distribution of food, as well as its socio-cultural uses and the way in which food brings people
together. The exhibition also references cultural and religious food traditions and the significance of
certain ingredients such as olive oil and salt.
Anna Briers
Senior Curator, Shepparton Art Museum

Installation detail SAM collection objects
Australian commercial ceramics
circa 1930’s to 1960’s, dimensions variable
Photograph: Chris Hawking
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historical and contemporary contexts.
What is an art tradition or genre and what is its relevance to the exhibition Cornucopia? From the
15th to the 19th century painting, sculpture and decorative arts catered to the tastes, lifestyles
and interests of the wealthy and merchant classes of Europe and the ‘new world’. How do artists in
Cornucopia respond to these traditions?
Working across forms and disciplines, that often involve performative and collaborative approaches
to art making, contemporary artists increasingly reflect upon prevailing social norms and engage
critically with important global economic and environmental concerns. In Cornucopia, photography,
video and installation based works reference historical genres of still-life, portraiture and landscape,
presenting today’s audiences with new ways of seeing and understanding the challenges
underpinning significant environmental and social change.
For exhibition curator, Anna Briers,
‘Cornucopia complicates the art historic lineage of the still-life by interrogating and raising questions
around the ethics of food today.’

exhibition context.
The idea of ‘cornucopia’ as an exhibition theme is underpinned by the farming and manufacture
of food in the Goulburn Valley region. Also known as the ‘food bowl’ of Australia, local producers
include large scale orchardists, dairy farmers and a range of food manufacturing industries plus
well known brands such as SPC Ardmona, Campbells and the Murray Goulburn Co-op. Shepparton
Preserving Company (SPC) and Ardmona were established in 1912 and 1921 respectively before
eventually merging in 2002. Now known as SPC Ardmona, they are owned by Asia Pacific based
multinational Coca-Cola Amytil. These industries attract a range of seasonal and migrant
populations and form the backbone of economic wealth, diversity and prosperity in the region.

exhibition content.
In curating works for display at SAM, 15 artists were approached to participate in Cornucopia.
Represented is a range of artists at different stages of their career such as highly acclaimed
internationally recognized artists Patricia Piccinini and Sam Taylor-Johnson as well as early career
artists such as Georgie Mattingley and Kenny Pittock.
Several artworks were drawn from the collections of other art museums. These include the
documentary-like video titled Flooded McDonalds, 2009, by Danish art collective SUPERFLEX from
the collection of Queensland Art Gallery. Works by Julia deVille Sentience, 2012, and Genocide,
2012, plus Julie Crouan’s Christmas Fare, 1887, borrowed from Bendigo Art Gallery. Andy Warhol’s,
Campbell’s Soup II - Cheddar Cheese, 1969 screenprint is from the collection of the National
Gallery of Australia. Internationally based artists were also invited to show their work in Cornucopia.
Sam Taylor-Johnson and Mishka Henner are both UK based artists with A Little Death, 2002, and
Coronado Feeders, Dalhart, Texas, 2013.
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Three new artworks have been especially commissioned for Cornucopia. These are Dinner for
One, 2016, by the Hotham Street Ladies, inspired by a portrait taken by local photographer, Serana
Hunt, from her Dookie Behind Doors series, and Gabrielle de Vietri’s photographic still-life image
Dumpster Feast, 2016. A Centre for Everything are also producing a project at Lutfiyes Shish Kebab
in Shepparton. Kenny Pittock was also invited to present a new, installation based work titled 31
Dinner Options While Waiting for the Last Train Home, 2015.
The exhibition also features factory made decorative pottery from SAM’s considerable collection of
Australian ceramics, including eighty-nine vases. Displaying a colourful selection of domestic ware
produced by early Australian commercial potteries (circa 1930s-1960s), many vases feature floral and
spiral forms found in nature and resemble an upturned cornucopia. These include wheel thrown,
curved forms with organic and native motifs from Bendigo Pottery and Premier Remued. Slip cast
pottery from Pates and Caseyware features alongside food themed pineapple shaped vases by
Darbyshire and lusterware fish vases by Kalmar Pottery and Wembley Ware.

The Victorian Coat of Arms (adopted 1910)
A cornucopia, or (horn of plenty), is an enduring
cultural motif seen through much of antiquity
and Western human history, attributed to
numerous Greek and Roman deities
associated with fertility and prosperity. Portraying
a horn overflowing with produce
and flowers, a cornucopia implies abundance,
nourishment and plenty: a symbol of harvest.

Background Research

What materials are used to make a cornucopia and how does it relate to rituals that involve food or
feasting?
Explore Greek and Roman mythology around the origins of the cornucopia and how it has been
utilised as a symbol in European art.
A cornucopia was used in the design of Victorian Coat of Arms (1910). What does it represent and
why was it included? Find other examples of how or where a cornucopia has been used as a symbol
and explain why.
In the popular film and novel, The Hunger Games, a cornucopia is a key motif that is used to start off
each deadly game. As a symbol how has the original meaning of cornucopia changed in this context.
Can you suggest why?
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the still life: symbolism
and sustainability.

Julie Crouan
Christmas Fare, 1887
oil on canvas, 86.5 x 126.9 cm
purchased 1888
courtesy and © Collection
Bendigo Art Gallery

Julie Crouan (FR)
The representation of food has been a powerful and enduring subject across Western art history.
French artist Julie Crouan’s Christmas Fare (1887) sits within established conventions of the still-life
genre. This 19th century painting is depicted in the realist Dutch 17th century ‘vanitas’ tradition, where
tulips, exotic flowers, produce and game were painted in meticulous detail, and functioned as a series
of highly coded symbols. Burnished copper was a sign of wealth and well-being, while the abundance
of imported produce suggested the beginnings of consumer culture. These symbols can also be
read as a criticism of material wealth and luxury found in both Christian values and Victorian morals
that reflect upon the emptiness of material possessions. The addition of skulls, wilting flowers or
decomposing fruit and vegetables were depicted as a further reminder.
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Artist’s Bio
Very little is known about the life and work of French painter Julie Crouan, who appeared to focus
primarily on still life and genre paintings. Her oil on canvas Christmas Fare along with Chrysantheme
were purchased for Bendigo Art Gallery’s collection in 1888 from the Centennial International
Exhibition held in Melbourne (1888-89).
Suggested links
Still-Life Painting in Northern Europe, 1600 –1800, http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/nstl/hd_
nstl.htm

Sam Taylor-Johnson (UK)
A Little Death, 2002, by Sam Taylor-Johnson, is a four minute time lapse video that is directly
influenced by pictorial representations of still-life and memento mori traditions Art historical
references include the dramatic use of a single light source to create soft mood and textures in a
darkened interior. A still-life setting with a hare and a peach on a dining table depicts the passing of
time with images of decay. Using timelapse video technology as her medium, the cyclical nature of
the work reinforces the message of decay and the inevitability of death.
Artist’s Bio
Originally a sculptor, Sam Taylor-Johnson began working in photography, film, and video in the early
1990s. Taylor-Johnson has had numerous group and solo exhibitions, including the Venice Biennale
(1997), where she won the Illy Café Prize for Most Promising Young Artist, and was nominated for
The Turner Prize in 1998. In addition to her successful career as a leading contemporary artist, her
directorial feature film debut came in 2009 with the critically acclaimed Nowhere Boy which was
nominated for four BAFTAs including Best British Film and Outstanding Debut for direction. 2015
saw the release of Taylor-Johnson’s directorial feature, Fifty Shades of Grey.
Suggested Links
samtaylorjohnson.com/moving-image/art/a-little-death-2002
youtube.com/watch?v=NYka4ouQXqk
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Gabrielle de Vietri
Dumpster Feast, 2016
giclée print on cotton rag paper
180 x 84 cm
courtesy and © the artist

Gabrielle de Vietri (AU)
For Cornucopia, Gabrielle de Vietri created a new work titled Dumpster Feast, 2016. Also utilising
still-life visual codes and conventions of the genre, she recreated and photographed a sumptuous
banquet setting using discarded fruit, meat, bread, cheeses and grains. De Vietri sourced the
food from dumpster bins over the course of one night in Melbourne. Although the food has been
dumped, deemed not fit for human consumption, the banquet and setting created by de Vietri is like
an advertising image found in mainstream media. Subsequently, Dumpster Feast reflects upon the
scale of waste, and the vast consumption and uneven distribution of food on a daily basis.
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Artist’s Bio
Gabrielle de Vietri works with language and people. In video, performance, sculpture, text, events
and images, she explores the ways in which social codes are used, interpreted and manipulated to
create or distort meaning. In 2013, de Vietri completed a Master of Fine Art on The Lecture in and as
Art for which she was awarded Monash University’s Vice Chancellor’s Commendation. De Vietri has
presented artwork in Australian and international museums and she is a founding co-director (with
Will Foster) of A Centre for Everything and a current Sidney Myer Creative Fellow.
Suggested Links
gabrielledevietri.com/
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Julia deVille (NZ/AU)
Rich in the use of symbols, the work of Julia deVille acts as a vivid reminder of mortality and the
preciousness of life. She utilises decorative settings and ornamentation to highlight animal rights
issues. In Sentience, 2012, the viewer is presented with a taxidermied still-born deer standing on an
ornate silver platter. Adorned with rubies and garnets from its slit throat and a silver handle on its
back, the work references the dinner table banquet but questions the killing and eating of animals
for human consumption.
Artist’s Bio
Julia deVille’s practise includes jewellery design under the label Disce Mori (Learn to Die), as well as
sculpture and installation. While studying gold and silver smithing at NMIT, Melbourne (2003), deVille
completed a mentorship with expert taxidermist Rudy Mineur. She has exhibited extensively in
Australia, Europe and the USA.
Suggested Links
Taylor, A. Sydney Morning Herald ‘It’s a dying art but the deVille’s in the detail’, in, smh.com.au/
entertainment/art-and-design/its-a-dying-art-but-the-devilles-in-the-detail-20111126-1o05c.html
(accessed 18 February 2016)
Purssey, R. ‘Julia deVille – The Morality of Death’, 31 August 2015, in,
beautifulbizarre.net/2015/08/31/exclusive-interview-julia-deville-the-morality-of-death/ (accessed 18
February 2016)
Video interview, ngv.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/video_file/0019/634303/606_Julia_Deville_
MASTER_20131119_640.mp4

Julia deVille
Sentience, 2012
stillborn deer, glass, rubies 18.45ct, pear
cut garnet 0.76ct, 18ct white gold chain
and wire, sterling silver, bronze, black
rhodium on antique Wallace platter
49 x 49 x 51cm
Collection Bendigo Art Gallery
The Gift of Grace and Alice Craig,
Bendigo Victoria, 2014
courtesy the artist and Sophie Gannon
Gallery © the artist
Photograph: Terence Bogue
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Lauren Berkowitz (AU)
While Lauren Berkowitz’s work also involves the representation of food for its symbolic purposes, her
work relates more to an American Modernist tradition in its construction and display. Salt and Honey
2002, was originally exhibited at the Jewish Museum in Melbourne. The work involves food such as
seeds, eggs, rose petals, honey and oil which are displayed on eight glass disks repeated in a circular
pattern. Each food item refers to ancient Jewish rituals and symbols that have been passed down
through the generations.
A flat bed of white salt is used as the foundation of the large installation placed on the floor. It suggests
both the purity of the Sabbath tablecloth and an altar. Although placed in the secular space, the
use of eight settings refer to the Jewish festival calendar that includes: Rosh Hashanah, (New Year)
representing renewal and fertility with pomegranates; Yom Kippur (Day of Atonement), represented
with the empty vessels, relates to fasting in recognition of past errors; Pesach (Passover) the horseradish
symbolises suffering and memory of the Holocaust; with green herbs – spring or renewal.
Artist’s Bio
Lauren Berkowitz is an installation artist, working mostly with ephemeral materials in a site-specific way.
She studied sculpture at RMIT University (1983–85), and the Victorian College of the Arts (1988–89),
before completing a Master of Fine Art at the School of Visual Arts in New York (1992–93). She has
participated in a number of projects in Australia and Japan and her work is held in numerous public
collections in Australia and USA.
Suggested Links
Kent, R. ‘Lauren Berkowitz: Environment into Art’, Reproduced from the catalogue for the exhibition Salt
and Sand at Sherman Galleries, Sydney, 2004, in,
http://www.laurenberkowitz.com.au/text_8_kent.html (accessed 18 February 2016)
http://www.laurenberkowitz.com.au/work_25.html
http://www.laurenberkowitz.com.au/text_6_cass.html
http://www.scaf.org.au/artists/inartists/artist_profile.asp%3Fartist=berkowitzl.html

Lauren Berkowitz
Salt and Honey, 2002
(installation view) glass, liquid and food, 2.6m diameter
Collection Jewish Museum of Australia, Melbourne
courtesy and © the artist
Photograph: Amina Barolli
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responding and exploring.
Q1. The 19th century oil painting Christmas Fare, 1887, presents food that is ready to be
prepared for a sumptuous feast. Describe or draw this setting and compositional elements
used to display food that is later to be consumed.
Q2. What does the term ‘contemporary art’ mean? Select one contemporary art work from
Cornucopia to compare with Julie Crouan’s Christmas Fare, 1887. For each work:
• List and describe the kinds of animal, fruit or vegetable matter shown; suggest how the
foodstuffs might have been sourced and describe how they are presented;
• Explain what, if anything, is unexpected or unusual about the subject matter.
Q3. Compare and contrast the work of Gabrielle de Vietri and Julia de Ville to examine
social or environmental issues regarding sustainability or the treatment of animals.

creating and making.
Q4. What foods do you eat on a regular basis? Use media images of food to create your
own still-life based upon your daily diet.
Q5. What is your favourite food? Draw or illustrate how it appears in its natural form.
Create another drawing that shows this food in its processed or manufactured state ready
to be eaten or consumed.
Q6. Using the codes and conventions of the still-life genre create an artwork that uses food
as an art material.
Q7. How long does it take for food to decay if it is not refrigerated? Create your own
experiment or time-lapse video to answer this question.

VCE art/studio arts.
Q8. Food is often used in rituals, to celebrate or commemorate important events, the past
and the passing of time. What cultural practices underpin the work Salt and Honey, 2002 by
Lauren Berkowitz and how might it relate to traditional uses and meanings of a cornucopia?
Refer to the room sheets at SAM for more information.
Q9. In ‘A Little Death’, Sam Taylor-Johnson reinforces the message of death and decay by
reworking the traditions of vanitas still-life and memento mori. What do you think is the
intended experience for today’s audiences who view this work in context of the exhibition
Cornucopia?
Q10. What is an artist’s practice? Research one artist to develop a deeper understanding
of their work or practice. Consider key influences, issues and ideas, materials and processes
used in making a particular body of work.
Q11. Referring to two different art works, describe how food and foodstuffs utilise art
elements of colour, shape, texture, pattern, and line. Does the work have aesthetic appeal
or the opposite, why might this be? Compare and contrast the use of lighting, settings and
materials used to create tone, balance, symmetry, asymmetry, rhythm, variety, harmony,
proportion and movement.
14

bodies of practice: social realism
and hyperrealism in the making
and the performance of art.

Georgie Mattingley (AU)
While employed as a meat worker in Victorian abattoirs, Georgie Mattingley created a series of
life-size photographic portraits of her co-workers in uniform, including protective shower caps and
blood splattered aprons and faces. In a reversal of portraiture traditions, workers are elevated to the
status of important or noble subjects. They are poised against pastel coloured backdrops, yet dark
undertones underpin the series. Each photograph is titled after the worker’s position – Sawman,
Skinner and Trimmer. An accompanying art work titled Love Songs from the Kill Floor, 2014, recorded
at the abattoir provides a macabre soundscape.
Artist’s Bio
Georgie Mattingley works predominantly with photography, painting and through social
collaboration. Often adopting a playful humour and a quirky use of visual aesthetic, her work aims
to beautify confronting spaces or events, as a tool to question people’s limits and values. She
holds a Masters of Fine Arts from the Victorian College of the Arts (2014). Mattingley has exhibited
in a number of notable exhibitions in Australia, USA and India. She is currently mentored by the
Australian artist Ivan Durrant, through a Graduate Mentorship Scholarship awarded by Melbourne
University and Creative Victoria.
Suggested Links
Mattingley, G. ‘A Vegetarian in the Slaughterhouse’, Sydney Morning Herald, 27 April, 2014, in,
http://www.smh.com.au/entertainment/art-and-design/a-vegetarian-in-the-slaughterhouse20140426-37b5h.html
http://www.georgiemattingley.net/gallery_index.php?page=abattoir&page_id=3
‘Love Songs from the Kill Floor’, 2014, in,
http://www.georgiemattingley.net%2Fpost_index.php%3Fmenu%3Dabattoir+%26menu_id%3D3+%
26catg%3DLove+Songs+from+the+Kill+Floor+%26catg_id%3D8&sourceid=ie7&rls=com.microsoft:e
nAU:IEAddress&ie=&oe=&gfe_rd=cr&ei=szHNVsXnG6PM8gfPlYiICA&safe=vss&gws_rd=ssl

Georgie Mattingley
Abattoir Kiss, 2014
digital C-type photograph on
DiBond panel, aluminium frame
120 x 80 cm
courtesy the artist and
a private collection
© the artist
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Kawita Vatanajyankur (THA)
In the video series titled Work, 2015, Kawita Vatanajyankur creates bright, candy coloured backdrops
for performative versions of labour intensive work undertaken by women in a fruit market in Thailand.
Highlighting the mental and physical strength and resilience of workers, video images suggest
power relationships between the dominant and dominated in The Squeezers, 2015. In another new
work titled, Carrying Pole, 2015, the artist performs an athletic feat while suspended mid air. The work
taps into the legacy of feminist endurance art, where the body is utilised as a means to question and
subvert dominant power structures.
Artist’s Bio
Kawita Vatanajyankur is a video artist whose works often involve performing extreme feats of
endurance as an examination of the psychological, social and cultural ways of viewing and valuing
women’s everyday labour. She graduated from RMIT University, Melbourne with a Bachelor of Fine
Art (2011). Vatanajyankur has exhibited widely across Australia, as well as in Asia and Europe and her
work is held in private collections in Australia and Asia.
Suggested Links
http://www.kawita-v.com/
http://www.stillsgallery.com.au
/artists/vatanajyankur/

Kawita Vatanajyankur
The Scale, 2015
single channel HD video
2min 11 sec
courtesy the artist and
Stills Gallery, Sydney
© the artist
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The Hotham Street Ladies
Dinner for One, 2016
found objects, royal icing,
fondant, buttercream, 3.5 x 2.5m
© the artists
Photograph: Amina Barolli

The Hotham Street Ladies (AU)
Cassandra Chilton, Molly O’Shaughnessy, Sarah Parkes, Caroline Price and Lyndal Walker
For Cornucopia, the Hotham Street Ladies were invited to make a new site specific installation.
The work titled Dinner for One, 2016 is a domestic scene drawn from the living room of an elderly
lady. Dated décor and settings feature half eaten or forgotten traces of daily existence. Providing
a commentary on aging and social isolation experienced by the elderly in communities, the use of
colourful, sweet icing as an art media is both ironic and tragic.
Artists’ Bio
The Hotham Street Ladies are a collective of five women who since (2007) have made street art,
installations, public art, recipe books and cakes with their primary materials as icing, fondant,
buttercream icing, royal icing, food colouring and gum paste. Working collaboratively, their practice
embraces themes of home life, feminism and craft in a humorous and critical manner. Each of the
HSL’s has lived at one time in a share house in Hotham Street, Collingwood. They have presented
project in a number of regional and metropolitan settings in Victoria, including the NGV.
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Claire Anna Watson
Heterogenesis, 2012
HD video 1920 x 1080p, 3 min 39 sec
courtesy and © the artist

Claire Anna Watson (AU)
Adopting a medical or scientific approach to subject matter, the use of everyday or
supermarket foodstuffs are often used a primary artistic materials. In Heterogenesis, 2012,
a surgical operation is performed on a watermelon by a small surgical team. While the
constant beating of a heart monitor accompanies the incision of skin, peel and flesh of the
fruit, uncomfortable visual comparisons with human anatomy are inevitable. Heterogenesis,
(meaning the alteration of generations) refers to scientific experimentation within the food
industry of genetically modified and enhanced foodstuffs. The overly exaggerated and
somewhat comedic aspects of the work are both hyperreal and unsettling.
Artist’s Bio
Claire Anna Watson is a Melbourne-based artist, curator and arts writer. She creates
installations, photography and video-based artwork and holds a Master of Fine Art from
Monash University (2012) and a Graduate Certificate in Public Art from RMIT University
(2005). She has presented her works nationally and internationally and has been awarded
international residencies that have culminated in major public art works, solo and group
exhibitions.
Suggested Links
http://www.claireannawatson.com/
Heterogenesis, 2012, claireannawatson.com/#!video/c1lr
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Patricia Piccinini (AU)

Patricia Piccinini,
Peter Hennessey, Dennis Daniel
Metaflora (Timelapse: Aqua), 2015
video work, 18 min 33 sec
courtesy the artist, Tolarno
Galleries, Melbourne and Roslyn
Oxley9 Gallery, Sydney
© the artists

Biotechnologies, evolution and the increasing fluidity between natural and artificial worlds are key
concerns for Patricia Piccinini. Alluding to humanity’s dominance over nature through science, her
hyper-realist silicone and fibreglass sculptures of human and non-human hybrids are both critically
acclaimed and unnerving. Similarly, her new video work Metaflora (Timelapse: Aqua), 2015 captures
the lifecycle of a fleshy, floral like form as it blooms and fades. Her work explores the possibility of
evolving or hybrid forms of human anatomy, reproduction, plant fertility and genetic engineering.
Artist’s Bio
Patricia Piccinini is one of Australia’s most acclaimed contemporary artists. Selected to represent
Australia at the Venice Biennale (2003), Piccinini created We are Family, a project that transformed
the Australian Pavilion into a home of the future. Piccinini’s fast growing reputation is evident in
solo exhibitions at the Tokyo Metropolitan Museum of Photography, Japan; the Centro de Artes
Visuales, Lima; the Museum of Contemporary Art (MCA), Sydney; and the Australian Centre
for Contemporary Art (ACCA), Melbourne. She has also participated in the Berlin, Gwangju,
Liverpool and Sydney Biennales and has exhibited widely overseas and in Australia. Most recently,
the Artium, Vitoria-Gasteiz in Spain presented a major solo museum exhibition of her work. This
exhibition showcased a decade of her work from (1997 – 2007). Her work is held in numerous
Australia and international collections.
Suggested Links
http://www.patriciapiccinini.net/index/
http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/booksandarts/artist-patricia-piccininihonoured/5650036
http://www.ngv.vic.gov.au/multimedia/interview-with-patricia-piccinni/
http://www.ngv.vic.gov.au/multimedia/21284/
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responding and exploring.
Q1. Although the harvest season in Australian regional towns provides economic wealth and
prosperity, the use and nature of labour and farm practices can be the cause of concern.
Source or collect news articles that report on farming and related industries that highlight
employment and related social issues that workers face.
Presenting a series of images Kawita Vatanajyankur and Georgie Mattingley explore the
physicality of work and work practices in food industries. What is the title of each work and
what is suggested about the nature of work in today’s world?
Q2. Do you think that this is an accurate portrayal or representation?
Q3. What photographic or filmic codes and conventions does each artist use? Refer to their
use of shots, angles, the use of scale and colour, the position of subjects to create a sense of
realism.
Q4. Referring to Dinner for One, 2016, by the Hotham Street Ladies, describe elements or
details of daily life presented and what important social message is conveyed through the
scene depticted. Is this work typical or atypical of other works created by the Hotham Street
Ladies?
Q5. The video works by Patricia Piccinini and Claire Anna Watson relate to genetic
engineering and the increasing use of biotechnologies to generate new or hybrid life forms.
Comment on your response to viewing these works and how effective they are in presenting
their ideas through art.

creating and making.
Q6. What foods do you eat on a regular basis? Use media images of food to create your
own still-life Is Dinner for One, 2016, a portrait? Explain why you think the work is or isn’t a
portrait. Write a story or draw a portrait of the person whose life is represented in Dinner for
One.
Q7. Source and use a particular foodstuff as an art material to create a portrait or scene that
typifies or shows a significant social aspect of your daily life.
Q8. Use a story board to plan, draw and record a photographic or video sequence that
explores the production and distribution of food or job roles of people who work in food
industries.
Q9. Use a particular selection of organic or edible material to create a 3D representation of a
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hybrid form of life.

VCE art/studio arts.
Q10. Both the Hotham Street Ladies and SUPERFLEX are ‘art collectives’ who have banded
together to form an artistic entity. Examine social themes that are shown in their work and
why they work together as an art collective?
Q11. The still-life genre was born in an era when the exact and meticulous rendering of
real life through art was highly valued. An emphasis upon ‘mimesis’ or the exact copying of
nature is reflected in both painting and photography traditions. Looking at the work of two
artists in Cornucopia compare how they achieve realism or hyperrealism through the use of
media, materials and techniques.
Q12. In microeconomics the term ‘economies of scale’ refer to profitability in relation to the
scale of production. This ultimately affects the nature and use of daily labour or workers
in industry. This topic is explored by both Georgie Mattingley and Kawita Vatanajyankur
through performance, and portraiture. How does each artist use video or photography to
comment on their own experience of work, labour markets or economies of scale?
Q13. Incorporating time-lapse and sophisticated animation technology, the work Metaflora
(Aqua), 2015, by Patricia Piccinini explores a number of themes that include: the narrowing
distinction between nature and culture; the scientific modification of human life or the
natural world; bodily or physical experiences of gender and sexuality. Explore how one of
these themes are developed and presented through the artist’s creative processes and
practice.
Q14. Referring to two different art works, describe how food and foodstuffs utilise art
elements of colour, shape, texture, pattern, and line. Does the work have aesthetic appeal
or the opposite, why might this be? Compare and contrast the use of lighting, settings and
materials used to create tone, balance, symmetry, asymmetry, rhythm, variety, harmony,
proportion and movement.
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pop art and globalism:
from farm to factory.

Andy Warhol (USA)
Andy Warhol’s Campbell’s Soup Can series (1962) is one of the most iconic Pop Art images of
the 20th century. Co-opting the language of advertising, the works critiqued mass American
consumer culture by depicting everyday commercial items as high art. Reflecting upon
the variety of popular American brands, Warhol’s Campbell’s Soup ll – Cheddar Cheese,
1969, is part of a series of screen prints that includes other unusual flavours such as ‘hot dog
bean’. The process of making the prints through a mechanized process also foregrounds the
increasing industrialization of food processing.
Artist’s Bio
Graduated from the School of Art and Design at the Carnegie Institute of Technology (1949).
Warhol was a leading protagonist in the development of Pop Art, and his influence extended
beyond the world of fine art to music, film, television, celebrity and popular culture. Warhol
created some of the most defining iconography of the late twentieth century, through his
exploration of consumer society, fame and celebrity, media, advertising and politics. Warhol
began working as a commercial artist and illustrator for magazines before creating fine art in
the 1960s, directly inspired by consumer products and advertisements. In 1962 he adopted
screen-printing processes which allowed him to repeat images, often on a single canvas, thus
mimicking the mass produced nature of American consumer society. During his
career he also experimented with painting, film, instant photo-booth strips, Polaroids and
X-rays.
Suggested Links
video and text http://www.biography.com/people/andy-warhol-9523875#synopsis
Campbells Soup Cans, 1962 http://www.moma.org/collection/works/79809
Pop Art, http://www.moma.org/learn/moma_learning/themes/pop-art
Andy Warhol – Ai Weiwei, NGV http://www.ngv.vic.gov.au/exhibition/andy-warhol-ai-wei-wei/

Andy Warhol
Campbell’s Soup II - Cheddar Cheese, 1969
no 10 from a series of 10 colour screenprints
stencil sheet, 88.9 x 58.4 cm
Collection National Gallery of Australia,
Canberra Orde Poynton Bequest, 2005
© The Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts,
Inc./ARS, licensed by Viscopy 2016
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Kenny Pittock (AU)
Kenny Pittock also draws upon commonplace experiences and food items associated with
consumerism by co-opting the language of advertising. In 31 Dinner Options While Waiting
for the Last Train Home, 2015, he has re-created a vending machine displaying popular or
familiar food snacks. Playing upon the absurd possibilities of branding, each item has been
altered through humorous wordplay and satirical puns. ‘Flake’ becomes ‘Mistake’, ‘Picnic’
becomes ‘Nitpick’ and ‘Cheezels’ becomes ‘Measles’. As a modern day cornucopia, the work
suggests a range of social and cultural anxieties about the nutritional value of food in an
affluent yet time-poor world in a constant state of flux and transit.
Artist’s Bio
Kenny Pittock uses humour and sentimentality to playfully engage with everyday
contemporary culture and iconography. He holds a Bachelor of Fine Arts (Honours) from
the Victorian College of the Arts (2010 – 2013). Pittock works across a range of mediums
including ceramics, drawing, text, photography, video and painting. He is also a prolific
blogger. He has exhibited in a number of recent contemporary art exhibitions in Australia
and his work is featured in several Melbourne based collections.
Suggested Links
http://www.kennypittock.com/www.kennypittock.com/Candy_bars.html
kennypittock.blogspot.com.au/

Kenny Pittock
31 Dinner Options While Waiting
for the Last Train Home, 2015
MDF particleboard, acrylic and
ceramic, 184 x 94 x 92 cm
courtesy and © the artist
Photograph: Chris Hawking
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SUPERFLEX (DK)
Jakob Fenger, Bjornstjerne Reuter Christiansen and Rasmus Nielsen
A surprisingly life-size replica of a McDonald’s fast food store is the setting for a scene of devastation
caused through inundation. The Danish art collective known as SUPERFLEX reference postapocalyptic films and documentaries to submerge the interior in Flooded McDonald’s, 2009. Shop
disposables - cups, straws, wrapping and food, waterlogged French fries and burger buns float are
swept away along with Ronald, in a whirlpool of detritus. The work is a commentary on the impact
of environmental warming and the globalisation of food production enabled through the powerful
interests of multinational corporations.
Artists’ Bio
The three members of SUPERFLEX were educated at the Royal Academy in Copenhagen and live in
Copenhagen. SUPERFLEX is an artists’ collective or group founded in 1993 that consider their works
as tools that influence their social or economic contexts. Projects are often rooted in their particular
location and invite participation from the visitor. SUPERFLEX work within and outside traditional art
contexts, collaborating with architects, designers, engineers, businesses and marketers. They have
presented work in notable solo and group shows in Europe, USA and are represented in public
institutions in Europe and the Gallery of Modern Art (GOMA) in Queensland.
Suggested Links
http://superflex.net/tools/flooded_mcdonalds
Darwent , C. review, ‘Superflex: Flooded McDonalds, South London Gallery’, Independent, 18
January 2009, in http://www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/art/reviews/superflex-floodedmcdonalds-south-london-gallery-london-1418552.html
Sooke, A. ‘Superflex: Flooded McDonald’s’, 19 January 2009, Telegraph, in http://www.telegraph.
co.uk/culture/4290559/Superflex-Flooded-McDonalds-exhibition-review.html
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SUPERFLEX
Flooded McDonalds, 2009
RED, video installation: colour, sound, 20 min, 16:9, ed.
400 x 700 cm (variable)
purchased 2010 with funds from Tim Fairfax, AM,
through the Queensland Art Gallery Foundation
collection: Queensland Art Gallery
18

Mishka Henner (FR/UK)
Globalisation and the impact of the fast food industry on farming practices, especially beef, is also
the subject of large scale photographic works by UK based artist, Mishka Henner. In Coronado
Feeders, Dalhart, Texas, 2012, a satellite view of farm land zeroes in on a cattle feedlot that typifies
large scale beef production in America. Cattle appear as specks on a dry barren earth below and an
enormous lagoon of toxic waste dominates the landscape. For economic reasons the farm has been
turned into a factory but at what cost to the environment and the humane treatment of animals?
Artist’s Bio
Mishka Henner is among a new generation of artists redefining the role of photography in the
internet age by appropriating automated images found online. He holds a Masters degree from
Goldsmiths College, London (2013). His works have featured in large historical surveys in Europe and
the USA and his works are held in a number of international art museums.
Suggested Links
Gefteraug, P. Mishka Henner, New York Times, 28 August 2015, ‘Mishka Henner Uses Google Earth
as Muse’, in http://www.nytimes.com/2015/08/30/arts/design/mishka-henner-uses-google-earth-asmuse-for-his-aerial-art.html?_r=0 (accessed 18 February 2016)
http://www.mishkahenner.com/Feedlots
Video clip, http://www.brucesilverstein.com/artists/mishka-henner

Mishka Henner
Coronado Feeders, Dalhart, Texas, 2012
archival pigment print on paper
152.4 x 177.8 cm
courtesy the artist and
Bruce Silverstein Gallery, New York
© the artist
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responding and exploring.
Q1. What is a cornucopia? To answer this question refer to the introductory section and
relevant links provided earlier.
Q2. How might the works by Andy Warhol and Kenny Pittock relate to the traditional idea or
meaning of a cornucopia?
Q3. Why does Kenny Pittock use a vending machine to display snack items in 31 Dinner
Options While Waiting for the Last Train Home, 2015?
Q4. What is satire? Describe and explain Kenny Pittock’s use of satire.
Q5. How might the overabundance of snack bars relate to prevailing social issues in Australia
society today?
Q6. In contemporary culture, the utopian image of the cornucopia has been co-opted for
more sinister purposes. As the giant horn of plenty in the pop-cultural book and film The
Hunger Games, the cornucopia contained provisions, deadly weapons, and other essentials
as contestants fought for resources in a game of life and death.
Q7. In relation to the quest for resources and profits, how might the dystopian aspects of
food farming, production and consumption of food inform the work Flooded McDonalds,
2009 by SUPERFLEX.
Q8. The large scale photographic image Coronado Feeders, Dalhart, Texas, 2012, by Mishka
Henner also relates to dystopian themes. Research how this image was sourced, created and
the intention of the artist.
Q9. What other works in the exhibition Cornucopia refer to the exploitation of natural or
human resources? Compare their use of subject matter, forms and ideas presented.

creating and making.
Q10. Create a 3D sculpture that comments on health issues associated with eating fast food,
snack bars or high sugar foods.
Q11. Research daily news reports to list all current environmental issues in the media over
a one week period. Draw a visual map of where these concerns take place, noting what
type of environmental issue and the scale of impact. Use a legend to help you explain this
information.
Q12. Respond to one particular environmental issue by designing a poster to raise awareness
of an environmental issue that may impact on your local community.
Q13. What makes food production sustainable? Create an advertising image or video
commercial to promote a food product that is ethically and economically responsible.
Q14. What does it mean to treat farm animals humanely? Research ethical food production
and describe what this means.
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VCE art/studio arts.
Q15. What is a social issue? Compare Pittock’s approach with another artist in
Cornucopia who explores a relevant social issue. Explore differences in their approach
to subject matter, materials or media and possible cultural influences on their work.
Q16. Underlying our enjoyment of food and our relationship to farming and production
are a number of complex and increasingly confronting environmental issues. Examine
the ethical treatment and use of animals that relate to food sustainability and our
relationship to flora and fauna in Cornucopia.
Q17. SUPERFLEX is the name of an ‘art collective’ who have banded together to form
an artistic entity. Referring to the work Flooded McDonalds, 2009 by SUPERFLEX, what
themes are presented, what filmic techniques are used and how effective are they in
conveying their ideas through art. Who are SUPERFLEX and what other artworks have
they made?

Kenny Pittock with 31 Dinner Options While Waiting for the Last Train Home, 2015
Photograph: Amina Barolli
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